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Latest News 

IAEA to announce importance of having int'l frameworks for nuclear accident liability   

1,400 Fukushima plant workers waiting for radiation exposure results   

Gov't calls TEPCO radiation exposure standards 'overly optimistic'   

Meat hygiene standard knowledge patchy among Tokyo restaurateurs, Mainichi finds   

Research team detects changes in elementary 'neutrino' particles in world first  

Danish crown prince visits disaster-hit city in Miyagi Pref.   

Japan to retain nuclear power as main energy source: Kaieda   

TEPCO unveils plan to construct shelters to cover radiation-leaking buildings   

Patent managing firm signs license pact with U.S. NPO on iPS cells  

Grafted saplings grown from lone pine tree that withstood tsunami along scenic coast   

Danish crown prince visits disaster-hit city in Miyagi Pref. 

SENDAI (Kyodo) -- Danish Crown Prince Frederik 

on Tuesday visited the disaster-hit city of 

Higashimatsushima in Miyagi Prefecture where 

he encouraged those affected by the March 11 

earthquake and ensuing tsunami. 

"My basic impression is how devastating and 

brutal nature can be, you can see the forces of 

nature through the tsunami and the earthquake," 

the crown prince said aboard a sightseeing boat in 

Matsushima Bay, a popular tourism spot hit by 

the quake-tsunami disaster. 

During his visit to the city, the 43-year-old crown 

prince joined children in a lunch session and played soccer with them at the tsunami-

destroyed Hamaichi Elementary School. He also visited a temporary housing unit and 

listened to a resident's story about how his car was engulfed by the tsunami. 

"I'm very glad that my purpose here is to show that my people of Denmark are 

concerned and are very aware of the grief and (what) the population here has 

experienced," the crown prince said. 

The crown prince, who is on a four-day visit to Japan through Thursday, donated 22 

million yen collected through a Danish firm and a commerce and industry group, as 

well as around 2,400 pairs of shoes to the city. 

(Mainichi Japan) June 15, 2011 

Danish Crown Prince Frederik, center, smiles after 

playing a soccer game with Nobiru Elementary 
School children during his visit to 

Higashimatsushima in Miyagi Prefecture on 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011. Frederik, currently on a 
three-day visit to Japan, became the first foreign 

royal figure to visit northeastern Japan, which was 

badly damaged by the March 11 earthquake and 
tsunami. (AP Photo/Koji Sasahara) 
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1. TEPCO releases photo showing damage to 
No. 4 reactor building  

2. Danish crown prince visits disaster-hit city 
in Miyagi Pref.  

3. Italians' rejection of nuclear power 
expected to have repercussions in Japan  

4. Japan's renewable energy plans: Chasing 
rabbits using solar power?  

5. Research team detects changes in 
elementary 'neutrino' particles in world first  
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Daichi satellite photos show 
different faces of Earth  

 
Photos show tsunami 
slamming into nuke plant 

 
U.S. Ambassador John 
V. Roos positive on 
Japan's recovery from 
quake (Part 1)   
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Wireless reading devices discussed in MDN 
advisory panel meeting 
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